It is shown that the irreducible "discrete series" representations of certain nilpotent Lie groups may be realized in square integrable 9 cohomology spaces. This theory is applied to obtain a concept of automorphic forms on nilmanifolds which generalizes the niltheta functions of Cartier and AuslanderTolimieri. We also use the automorphic cohomology to solve certain holomorphic difference equations on C.
invariant differential operator. It is easily verified that V^. depends only on the coset of X mod % and V may be extended to a connection of E over A/'. Now, as pointed out by Sa take, A/' has a natural complex structure. In fact 91 + 9 = 9lc and 91 n 9 = % so A" = Nc/P as a homogeneous space. The isomorphism defines the complex structure. The canonical splitting of the complexified tangent bundle of A/' associated with this structure is provided by 9i; = 9/%c ®9 /%. Let V(E) denote the set of all complex/»-linear alternating maps of (9/%CY into T^E). Due to the triviality of the tangent bundle of A/', TP(E) is canonically isomorphic with the space of E valued forms of type (0,p) on A/'. We define a x -» (/(*),/(*))* = ll/Wlli is in F'(A/').
Let C(E) be the subspace of V(E) of forms with coefficients in C°(E). Then 3: C(E)^>Cp+l(E).
Now suppose A/c' is equipped with a positive definite Hermitian structure. We then get a Hermitian structure on Ap((9/%c)*). This Hermitian structure defines (by integration over N') a scalar product (, ) on TP(E) X TP(E) (see [21] for more details). The elements of CP(E) have finite ( , )p norm and it follows by standard computations that 3: C(E) -* CP+\E) has a formal adjoint 8: CP+X(E) -» CP(E).
Let LP(E) be the completion of CP(E) in || 11^ and let 3C and 5C denote, respectively, the adjoints of ô and 3 in || || . Let □ be the partially defined mapping of LP(E) into itself defined by \J = 3C5C + 5C3C. Let 0<?(F) = ker Q DC'(£) is referred to as the space of harmonic forms of degree/». %P(E) is a closed subspace of LP(E). The left action of N on E gives rise to a unitary representation of N in L%(E) and this representation clearly leaves DC(F) invariant. Let F denote the restriction of this representation to %P(E). As Satake points out, it is a fundamental problem of representation theory to decide when %P(E) is nontrivial and when F is irreducible. A conjecture of Langlands states that there should exist a unique /», depending on 9 and A, such that %P(E) is nonzero. Furthermore, for this unique/», F should also be irreducible. This conjecture has been verified in the semisimple case by Schmid [22] . In the nilpotent case the conjecture has been studied by Satake [21] and Camora [3] in the Heisenberg case and by Moscovici [15] and Moscovici-Verona [14] in general. Moscovici-Verona show that the conjecture is true under the conditions that A is sufficiently far from 0 and 91 has a rational structure which relates nicely to 9 and A. Moscovici has also shown the vanishing part of the theorem for A sufficiently far from 0 without any rationality assumptions. It is our goal in this work to prove the conjecture without any special assumptions on 9 or X. At the moment we are only able to handle the case that 9 is abelian, although we feel that our techniques do present a viable approach to the general case as well. 1 The main technique of proof is to relate the analytically defined spaces %P(E) to certain Lie algebra cohomology spaces defined from unitary representations. We then use the Hochschild-Serre spectral theorem to compute the Lie algebra cohomology. Our approach resembles the approach used by Schmid in the semisimple case. However, the passage from analysis to algebra is complicated by the facts that we do not have any central elliptic elements in the enveloping algebra and we do not have the space of A-finite vectors at our disposal. What we use instead is the space of C°° vectors and the corresponding C°° regularity theory of elliptic operators as developed by Nelson and Goodman ([16] , [6] ). As an application, we follow the familiar route from harmonic induction to automorphic forms on compact homogeneous spaces. Specifically, suppose there is a discrete, cocompact subgroup T c A/ such that T n Z c ker x-(These assumptions are equivalent to the assumption that 91 and A are rational.) Let A = TZ and let p. be the character of A defined by ¡i(yz) = x(z)-Let A/ = A \ N. We use the pair (¡x, A) to define a vector bundle F over A/just as E was defined from (Z, x)-We define a connection V on Fjust as we did for E. The spaces CP(F) are then defined just as before. (Instead of Haar measure on N' = N/Z we use the canonical A/-invariant probability measure on A \ N. Note however that C°(F) = TX(X, F), as continuous functions are automatically L2.) We define %P(F) as before. Due to compactness, %P(F) is finite dimensional and HP(F) (the DeRahm cohomology of F) and %P(F) are isomorphic. We show that if 9 is abelian, %P(F) is nonzero for precisely one/» and for this/? the dimension of %P(F) is the multiplicity of the representation corresponding to A under the Kirillov correspondence in the quasi-regular representation of N in L2(r \ A/). The nonzero elements of HP(F) are by definition the automorphic cohomology classes of M and the elements of %P(E) are the harmonic automorphic forms. It is interesting that the theta functions of Auslander-Tolimieri are special cases of the harmonic automorphic forms.
The spaces HP(F) are isomorphic with certain holomorphic T-cohomology spaces. This isomorphism gives rise to what seems to us to be a fascinating collection of theorems concerning certain "holomorphic difference equations". For example, the statement that H '(F) = 0 for the Heisenberg group implies the following Theorem 1. Consider the following difference equation on C where /, and f2 are entire functions : fx(z + i) -fx(z) = e-2^ + '/2>/2(z + 1) -f2(z).
xNote added in proof. The general case has recently been done independently by the author and J. Rosenberg. The technique is somewhat different than the one presented here.
Then there is an entire function g such that fx(z) = e~2^ + l^g(z + 1) -g(z), f2(z) = g(z + Q -g(z).
Furthermore, for fx and f2 given, the set of g which so represents f is one dimensional.
As mentioned above, this type theorem is a consequence of an isomorphism between HP(F) and certain group-theoretic cohomology groups defined from T. Presumably such isomorphisms are well known in the semisimple case, although they are new to us.
II. Generalities. In this section we forge the connection between the analysis of §1 and the algebra of spectral sequences. First we describe a construction which generalize the constructions described in §1. (See Schmid [22] .) Let U be a unitary representation of A in a Hubert space % = %(U). Let CX(U) be the space of C°° vectors of U given its usual Fréchet space topology [17] . For brevity we shall set C = CC°(U). We shall also denote the representation of 9lc in C defined by U by juxtaposition so Xv = dU(X)v for X G 9lc and v G C. Let 91,, be any subalgebra of 9lc. We let Cp(%), C) be the set of complex /»-linear, alternating mappings of (9l0)p into C. We define the differential 3:
Cp(%,C)^Cp+l(%),C)by df(Xx, ..., Xp+\) -¿ (-1)'+1 XJ(XX, ...,X;,...,Xp+x) i=\ + 2 (-l)'+JX[*-> XjI Xx,...,X;,...,Xj,..., Xp+X).
¡<J
3 is merely the Hochschild-Serre coboundary operator for the 9ln-module C [8] . Now, suppose ( , ) is a positive definite Hermitian form on 9lc. Then ( , ) gives rise to a scalar product on C(9lo, C) as follows. Let (£,, . . . , En) = & be an ordered orthonormal basis of 9^. Let B(p) be the set of multi-indices a of length/? with 0 < a(0) < a(l) < • • • < a(p) < n. For a G B(p) let Ea = (Fa(1),
for /, g G C(9lo, C). The inner product in the sum is the %(U) inner product. It can be seen that ( , ) does not depend on the orthonormal basis E. / <S> 3, has an adjoint by the finite dimensionality of C(9lo, 1) and the adjoint D* of D is easily computed to be D*f(Xx, ..., Xp) --2 EJ(Et, Xx,..., Xp) where E¡ is the conjugate of E¡ in 9lc. (Note that Ff = -E¡ on C.) Q.E.D. Now let C(9lo, 3C) be the space of DC-valued, complex, alternating, /»-linear maps on (^Jl^f. We give Cp(<%0, %), the scalar product ( , )p defined analogously to (, )p on Cp(%, C). Cp(%, %) is then the completion of Cp(%" C). We define 3C and 8C to be the adjoints of 8 and 3 respectively on C(9l0, %) and we define □ to be the partially defined operator on Cp(%), %) given by □ = dc8c + 8cdc. We let %"(%>, U) = ker Q %p(%i, U) is a closed subspace of C^, 3C). In fact, it follows from standard reasoning that %p(?fi0, U) is the intersection of the kernels of the closed operators of 8C and 3C. We claimed that the above construction generalized the construction of %P(F) and %P(E). To see this let Ux = ind(Z, N, x) and t/" = ind(A, N, n) where x and ju. are as in the introduction and "ind" indicates induced representation. We realize our induced representations as usual by right translation in spaces of functions which transform on the left according to the appropriate character of the appropriate subgroup and which satisfy the appropriate integrability condition (see [2] ). Let Cx and C be the C°° spaces of Ux and U11 respectively. It follows from results of Poulsen [19] , that Cx is precisely the space C°(E) defined in §1 and C is precisely C°(F). Let 90 = 9 n ker A in 9lc. 90 is a subalgebra and 9/%c*=¡ 90.
It is obvious that %P(F) « %p(90, Cx), %P(E) « %"(90, C).
The "algebraically" defined spaces we shall relate 3C/'(9l0, U) to are the cohomology spaces H"(%), C) of the complex (Cp(%¡, C), 3) defined by //'(9lo, C) = ker 3/im 3 in Cp(%>, C).
CC^Lq, C) has a natural Fréchet space topology defined from the C°° topology of C and the identification of C^, C) with C ® Ap(%*). We shall give ///'(9L0, C) the quotient topology. We shall also consider the space
where [ ]M indicates closure in C(9Lo, C). The topology of Hp(%), C) need not be Hausdorff although that of Hp(%), C) of course is. Our main result of this section is the following analogue of Theorem 3.1 of [22] . Note that our proof is valid for any Lie group which possesses a suitable subalgebra 90. Proof. To see that □ is the image of an element of 6ii% is easy. Let an isomorphism of % with C" be given. Then & is just the m X m matrices with entries in C and %<£ is the set of m X m matrices with entries in sllc and C% is Cm. Hence any operator A on C ® % which, relative to this basis, is expressible in the form (Af)¡ -2, dU(Xy)fj with Xff G % is in dU^%(). If follows from the formulas in Lemma 2 that □ is of this form. -/ is also in the image of 6h^K for let Z0 generate the center 2 of 91. We may choose Z0 so that X(Z0) = 1. Then du^z2) = (iX(z0))2i = -/.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Our proposition is a consequence of the following more general proposition which is a generalization of results of Goodman. The proof is a straightforward mimicking of the proof given in [6] . One merely uses & as the coefficient space instead of C. We shall sketch the proof. Proposition 7. Let X be an elliptic element of 6ÍL%. Let F = dUc^X). We consider F to be a partially defined operator on %%■ Let F be its closure in ( , )gC. Then D " domain(F)" = C%. Furthermore the topology on C% defined by the seminorms x -» ||(F)"x|| agrees with the C% topology.
Proof. One inclusion is obvious. To prove the other let w G (~1 domain F" be given. Let t; G DC^ be fixed but arbitrary. Let <i>(g, w) = (U^g)v, w)%. We shall use <i> to define a distribution <b(w) on CCX(N, &) by setting <*, <f>(w)> -j tr(<t>(g, w)*yp(g)) dg.
Let X -2* 2ae/4W Xa ® Ca. We set F«// = 2 XJ>Ca where Xa acts as a right invariant operator and \p G CC°°(N, &). It is easily verified that <(F)"t//, <Kw)> = <!//, (f.(/V)). It follows that (F*)Xh>) = <¡>(F"w) in the sense of distributions where "*" denotes adjoint in CC°°(A, &). Once we have shown that Fis an elliptic system of differential operators on CC°°(N, 6E), it will follow from the continuity of c^F'Sv) that <i>(w) is a C°° function. Since t> was arbitrary, we will then be done.
Lemma 8. The system F is elliptic on 91.
Proof. By right invariance it suffices to show ellipticity in a neighborhood of e. By continuity of the coefficients, it suffices to show ellipticity at e. At e, one picks a local coordinate system for which Y¡ ~ 3/3x,.
Q.E.D. Now we prove Theorem 3. Proof. We shall prove the second statement first.
Lemma 11, Ux is square-integrable in the sense of Moore-Wolf [13] .
Proof. It suffices from [13] to show that the radical of the form Bx(x,y) = Mlx,y]) is 2. But Bx(x,y) = 0 for all y G 91 implies Bx(x, 9lc) = 0 and hence x G 9 since 9 is maximal subordinate. Hence x G 9 n 91. Q.E.D.
The second statement of our theorem now follows for U~x is also square integrable. From Moore-Wolf [13] , U~x is determined up to unitary equivalence by its restriction to Z. Since every irreducible representation occurring in any direct integral decomposition agrees with U~x on Z, the primarily of Tp follows.
The first statement follows from the second and third so we need only prove the third. Let I(U~X, Tp) be the intertwining algebra from U~x to V. The dimension of this algebra is the multiplicity of U~x in Tp. Ux is equivalent with U'x under a conjugate linear intertwining operator so dim I(U~X, Tp) = dim I*(UX, Tp) where /* is the conjugate linear intertwining algebra.
Lemma 12. I*(UX, Tp) and %"(90, Ux) are canonically isomorphic.
Proof. Let X = (Xx, X2, . . . , Xp) G <3>g. Let e(X) be the linear functional on DC(F') = %"(90, Ux) defined by </, e(X)} = f(e, Xx, . . . , Xp). e(X) is continuous in the CX(UX) topology on DC'C^, Ux). By Theorem 2, this topology is the same as the Hubert topology on %p(90, Ux) so there is a vector e(X) in D^F^) such that (f e(X)} = (/, e(X))p. The mapping X -> e(X) is a complex, /»-linear mapping of (90Y into %(TP). We shall consider e as an element of Cp(%, %(Tp)). Hence e(Xx, . . . , Xp) has weak derivatives of all orders so e(Xx, . . . , Xp) G C'X(TP) as desired. To show the harmonicity, let/ G C°°(TP). Then, using the centrality of e as_above, (/, de(Xx, . . . , Xp+X)) = df(e, Xx, . . . , Xp+X) = 0 for all Xx, . . . , Xp + X G (90y+i where the 3 on the left corresponds to the 3 operator in the complex Cp(90, CX(TP)) and the one on the right is relative to CP(E). Hence 3e = 0. Similarly, using the formulas in Lemma 1, we show that We shall use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. Let 91^ be a complex subalgebra of 9lc and let M be an 9Lq module. Let DC c 91,, be a subalgebra and let M%= {x G M\yx = 0foraH.y G DC). We identify 91 with R" X R" X R by mapping (x, y,t)^>(L xiXi + y¡ Y¡) + tZ0 for x = (x¡),y = (y¡) G R" and t G R. Let 91L be the subalgebra 9H = {(o, y, t)}.
Let t/ be the character of 911 given by r)(o,y, t) = e" = exp it.
The group law on 91 is defined by u-v = u+v+ \ [u, v] . r/ is a group-theoretic character and the representation Í/7' = ind(91L, N, tj) is irreducible and equivalent with Ux.
By restriction to R" X {0} X {0} in 91, we realize Un in L2(R") as usual.
It is well known that C = CK>(i/'1) is topologically equal to S(F"), the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing C °° functions. Also dU*((Xj -iYj))f(x) = (d/dxj + xj/2)f(x), j < p,
Let us first suppose/» < n. Let DC be the subspace of 90 spanned by Xn -iYn over C. Lemma 20. (C)0*-= 0 and the image DCC of C under DC is closed in C.
Proof. (C*)*» the kernel of 3/3x" -xn/2 in S(R"). However, in CM(R"), the kernel of this operator is spanned by functions (exp + x2/4)c(x) where c is independent of xn. Such a function is never Schwartz unless it is zero.
To calculate the image we use the following sublemma, which implies the closedness of the image. Proof. One implication follows by integration by parts. To prove the other implication, set f(xx, . . . , x") = (exp x2/4) I (exp -s2/4)g(xx, . . . , x"_x, s) ds.
• '-oo We claim that/ is a Schwartz function. Clearly it suffices to fix x,,...,
x"_, and consider only x". Let h(xn) be the integral in the above expression so f(xn) = (expx2/4)h(xn).
Then limJC^OT h(x") = 0. By l'Hôpital's rule, lim^^^/(x") = umx ->oo h'(xn)/(-xn/2 exp-x2/4) = 0. By induction and l'Hôpital's rule limx -,x(xn)kf(x") = 0 for all integers k. Similar statements hold for -oo so (xn)kf(xn) is bounded. From the Leibnitz rule for differentiating products and induction, /(m) = p"J + qmgm where pm and qm are polynomials and gm is a Schwartz function.
Hence (xn)kfm is bounded. Clearly g = (3/3x" + xn/2)f.
Q.E.D.
Next we shall compute //'(DC, C). Since DC is one dimensional, C'(DC, C) is isomorphic with C and //'(DC, C) is Cr</%Cr>. For/ G C\ let rf G S(Rn-') be defined by /oo f(xx, . . . ,x"_x,s)exp(-s2/4) ds.
From the above sublemma, the kernel of t is the image of C under DC so H '(DC, Cv) « image t = S (R"~ '). t is obviously a topological isomorphism.
Now from Hochschild-Serre, H"(90, C) « //'-'(^o/DC, //'(DC, C)).
Using t to identity //'(DC, C) with S(R"-'), we see that 90/% is spanned by the operators 3/3x, ± \xj for 1 < j < n -1. Let 9L, = spanfA1,, K, Z0|/ < « -1, / < n -1}. "éP, = 90 n (91,)c. Then A/, is a subalgebra of N and obviously we have
where C1 is defined relative to 91, as C was defined relative to 91. We conclude by induction that Hq-\90/%, //'(DC, C)) is zero if ? -1 ¥= n -1 -p and that this space is one dimensional and Hausdorff if q -I = n -1-p. This implies that Hq(90, C) is Hausdorff and satisfies the requirements of the lemma. Now assume p = n.
Sublemma 22. The operator 3/3x + x/2 is surjective on S (R).
Proof. Let/ g S (R) and let g(x) = e-*'* (" e*'%t) dt.
Then / is the image of g under the above operator. It suffices to show that g is Schwartz. This follows easily from l'Hôpital's rule as in the proof of the sublemma above. Q.E.D. Proof. This could be proven directly from Taylor's formula. However, it is easier to use Hörmander [9] . Specifically according to [9] , there is a continuous inverse to the mapping T of S (?T X Q into S (9" X Ç) defined by multiplication by /z. Hence the image of S(ïxC) under DC is closed. It follows that/ G DCC" iff </, <i>> = 0 for all <b which annihilate C-i.e. for all £ such that <b ° F = 0. But <í> ° F = 0 implies that <f> is supported in 9" X 0. Hence </> is a finite sum of the form where </>" m G S '(5"). (We imbed S '(9") in S'(5xQ by means of the transpose of the restriction mapping from §(ï XQ to S(ÏX 0).) Upon applying <f> to functions of the form g where g(t, z) = fnm(z)h(t) where h(t) G S (5) and f",m(z) = zmz" on a neighborhood of 0 in C, we see that <i>nm =0 if n ¥= 0. Hence, </> = 2(3/3z)"<>n. Conversely, any such <p is orthogonal to /zS(9" X Ç) since (3/3z)"(/z/) = /z(3/3z)"/ This implies that / G DCC iff (3/3z)"/(/, 0) = 0 for all n G N and (6 Í. Our lemma will follow from the following sublemma.
Sublemma 25. For all n, dU(X* -iY*)"f(t, 0) = 2"(3/3z)n/(/, 0) for all t G <ö andf G S (5 X C). Since C°°(UV) is identified with S(5"), it can easily be seen that //*-'(%/ (DC + DC'), //'(DC, C)) « Hq-\9X, C).
Q.E.D.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 16.
III. Applications to the study of automorphic forms on a nilmanifold. Now, let (91, 9, X) be as in §1. Suppose in addition there is a discrete subgroup T <z N such that T n Z c ker x where x is as in §1, i.e. x(^) = exp iX(logN(z)). As in §1 we set A = TZ, M = A \ N. We define the bundle F as in §1. We are interested in knowing when %P(F) is nonzero. The following theorem is now an easy consequence of the results above. Q.E.D.
Next we prove the theorem on "holomorphic difference" equations mentioned in the introduction. Let U be an open subset of M. An element / of r°°( U, F) is said to be holomorphic if Vxf = 0 for all X G 9. The set of germs of holomorphic sections of F forms a sheaf ñ(F). We use this sheaf to form the holomorphic cohomology groups HP(M, ß(F)). It follows from the Dolbeault theorem that HP(M, ñ(F)) is isomorphic with HP(F), which we just computed. We shall relate HP(M, ß(F)) to a group-theoretic cohomology space.
Specifically, let E be the Z \ N bundle of §1. Let T(N', fi(F)) be the space of The corresponding cohomology groups do not depend on %. They are isomorphic with Hp(M, ß(F)).
We shall prove our isomorphism theorem by defining a double complex Cp'q that interpolates between the spaces C(r', ß(£)) and C(M, ß(F)).
Let p: N' -> M be the usual projection mapping and let p"'(%) be the open covering of N' gotten from pulling elements of % back by p. We may assume that % has been chosen so that the restriction of p to any connected component of p~l(U) is an analytic diffeomorphism for any U G 6lL. p"'(%) is indexed by the same set / as % is. We define CP(N', ß(F)) relative to/»"'(%) just as CP(M, ß(F)) was defined relative to % and we define the boundary operator To finish our theorem we shall show that H'J ¡=a Hp,q whenever i + j = p + q. This will imply that Hp-° « H0*, as desired. From Theorem 3.2 of [7] , it suffices to show Lemma 28. In the Cp'q complex, the d' and the d" sequences are exact at C'q for all p and q.
Proof. We consider first the d" sequence. It suffices to show exactness at Cp'°s ince Cp,q is just the space of maps of r* into C'° which satisfy the normalization condition and, as is well known, normalization does not affect cohomology. For p = 0 there is nothing to show as the complex begins at (0, 0). d" will be exact at Cp,° iff the cohomology of the complex (d", Cp,°) is zero for/» > 0. This cohomology is isomorphic with HP(N', ß(F)) by the choice of 6lL. But E is holomorphically trivial. To see this let/», = expN 9 and F2 = txpN 9. Let x, be the character of F, gotten by restricting exp i\ log^, to P¡. It is easily seen that Nc = P2PX. Let ^ be the function on Nc defined by ¡p(p2px) = X2(F2)Xi(Fi)-*P is well defined and the restriction of ^ to A defines a global holomorphic section of E which is nowhere zero. Hence \p defines a holomorphic trivialization of E. It follows that Hp(N',Q(E)) = Oifp > 0.
Next we consider the d' sequence. Again, we claim that it suffices to show exactness at C°'q for q > 0. To see this suppose that exactness has already been shown at C0,q for all q and for all ^L satisfying the above assumptions. Let ^ be the covering of M defined by %j, = {U¡\i G /,}. %p satisfies the same assumptions as % and C^9 c Cq¡;9 where the subscript indicates the covering used to define the space. The d' operator on C^f is the restriction of the t/'operator of C^9. Let/be a iF-cocycle of C §¡iq. Then from exactness of C^*, there is a tF-cochain g of C §* such that d'g = /. We may assume that as a mapping of I onto ^p, g is antisymmetric since antisymmetrization commutes with d' and leaves / invariant. Hence / is a d' boundary in Cg¿q. This shows exactness at Cp'q.
To prove exactness at C°'q, let / be a cocycle of C°'q. Let us fix /' G / and set U = U¡. Let V be any connected component of p~l(U). By assumption p\ V is a diffeomorphism onto U and p~\U) = T'V. Furthermore yV n V ^ 0 for y G T' iff y = e. Let Ai be the mapping of Tq~' into T(p~\U), ß(F)) defined by IV. Examples. We begin with a general construction of a class of groups possessing the structure hypothesised in the previous sections. Our class is motivated by Howe [11] . It has also been studied in [17] and [18] .
Let & be a nilpotent, finite dimensional, abelian, associative algebra (without unit of course). Suppose & possesses a nondegenerate, bilinear, symmetric form B which satisfies B(xy, w) = B(x, yw) for all x,y, w G (£. We make the set T = & X & into an algebra by setting (xx, x2)(yx,y2) = (xxyx, xxy2). Let a be the bilinear form on T X °V" defined by a(x,y)= B(xx,y2). Then a satisfies a(xy, w) = a(x, yw) = a(yx, w). We use a to define an algebra structure on 91 = T X R by setting (x, t)(y, s) = (xy, a(x,y)) for x,y G T and s, t G R. We make 91 into a Lie algebra by setting [w, v] = uv -vu in 91. Let A G 91* be the functional which maps (v, t) -* Xgt for some real number Aq. The complexification of 9C is 9lc = % X C, where % = &e X &e. Let 90 c % be % = {(x, ix)\x G &c). Then % is a subalgebra of "{c and 90 x C = 9 is a maximal subordinate, abelian subalgebra of 91 with respect to A. The triple (91, 9, X) satisfies all of the assumptions of the previous sections.
The Lie group corresponding to 91 is the group A which equals 91 as a set and carries the group law "•" defined by x-y = x+y + xy. The inverse is x~x = -x + x2 -x3 + • • • . The exponential map is exp^x = x + x2/2\+ ■ ■ ■ +x"/n\ + Now suppose there is a vector lattice Acá such that A • A c A and a: AxA^Z.
Then the set T = (A X A) X Z is a discrete, cocompact subgroup of 91.
Before discussing specific instances of this construction, we shall construct a holomorphic trivialization of the bundle E. We could (and perhaps should) use the canonical trivialization defined in the proof of Theorem 27 above. However, this trivialization is not as convenient computationally as the one we shall now define. Let 91t c 91 be the subalgebra (subgroup) (Ox (£) X R. Let x0 be the character of 9H defined by Xo(a> 0 = exp íXqí and let x be the character of 9 defined by x(p, t) = exp iX(\ogN(p, 0) for (p, t) G 90 X R. Then 9H * 9 = % so we may define a function w on A by w(m * p) = Xo(m)x(p)-w defines a nowhere zero holomorphic section of F which gives rise to a holomorphic trivialization of F. This function is computed in §3 of [17] where it is shown that w(( Under this isomorphism W maps Z" ^ Z""1 for n > 0 and W(Z'3) = 0 so H°(90/CK<), //'(DCq, C0)) is the space of constant power series. Hence any element / of S (C) which is nonzero at zero and satisfies Wf(0) = 0 (e.g. -/ is constant in a neighborhood of zero) will correspond to a nonzero element of H°(90/%, //'(DCq, C0)). Let g be the element of C\%, C°) defined by g(E0) = /, g(Ex) = (2-uzy'Wf.
The general theory guarantees that g(Ex) G S (C) and g is a cochain which is not cohomologous to zero.
The problem of finding the harmonic representative of this class is more difficult.
To produce the corresponding class on the nilmanifold, one merely projects according to the formulae of [5] .
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